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Summary:
Have an idea about making money online but don´t know where to start?

There are several ways to make money on the Internet ˘ even if you don´t have a product to sel
You don´t need to be a computer expert to run an online business, but you do need t...
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Article Body:
Have an idea about making money online but don´t know where to start?

There are several ways to make money on the Internet ˘ even if you don´t have a product to sel

You don´t need to be a computer expert to run an online business, but you do need to either be
Here are 3 simple ways to make money online even if you don´t have your own product:
Affiliate programs
Being an affiliate means you are selling other people´s products, and you get a percentage of

For example, rather than selling sporting goods to everyone, you might start a fishing site th

A good place to start is Commission Junction (http://www.CJ.com), and you´ll get an idea of th

Adsense from Google
Adsense is an advertising program from search engine Google.com (there are other advertising p
You can also sell individual ads, and determine your own terms and price. But using a program

Write a ˆHow-To˜ booklet
If you don´t want to sell other people´s products, but don´t have a lot of money to create you

To learn more, do a search for ˆcreating information products˜ or ˆwriting e-books˜, and you w

Again, be creative, there are lots of problems out there that people need help with. And offer

Making money online takes more than just building a website. You need to pick the right produc
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